Are We Compatible or Terrible Worksheet
Compatible
DO YOU HAVE:

Sun-Moon-Rising link?

Example: Your Sun in Cancer, their Moon in Cancer; your Rising in Scorpio, their Sun in
Scorpio; or via element, so both of your Suns are earth signs or both of your Moons are
water signs; or via planetary conjunctions, so you're a Sagittarius Sun, and they have
Moon conjunct Jupiter, the natural ruler of Sagittarius, or you have Saturn in the 1st
house and their Sun is in Capricorn which is ruled by Saturn; or via house, so your Sun
is in the 3rd house and their Sun is in Gemini, which naturally links to the 3rd house

WRITE DOWN YOUR:

WRITE DOWN THEIR:

Sun sign
Sun house
Sun conjunctions

Sun sign
Sun house
Sun conjunctions

Moon sign
Moon house
Moon conjunctions

Moon sign
Moon house
Moon conjunctions

Rising Sign
Planets in 1st house

Rising Sign
Planets in 1st house

If you have at least 2 links, you're likely compatible - the more links, the better!
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DO YOU HAVE:

Venus-Mars connections?

Example: Your Venus is in Taurus and their Mars is in Taurus, or your Mars is in Libra
and their Venus is in Libra; or by house, so your Venus is in the 4th house and their
Mars is in Cancer, which naturally links to the 4th house; or by conjunction, so your
Venus is conjunct Uranus and their Mars is in Aquarius, which Uranus naturally rules.

WRITE DOWN YOUR:

WRITE DOWN THEIR:

Venus sign
Venus house
Venus conjunctions

Venus sign
Venus house
Venus conjunctions

Mars sign
Mars house
Mars conjunctions

Mars sign
Mars house
Mars conjunctions

If you have a Venus-Mars link, this can bring chemistry - more links = more
chemistry!
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DO YOU HAVE:

Jupiter connections?

Example: Your Jupiter is in Libra and their Sun, Moon, Mercury, Venus, or Mars are in
Libra; or by house, so their Jupiter is in Pisces and you have Sun, Moon, Mercury,
Venus, or Mars in the 12th house, which naturally links to Pisces; or by conjunction, so
your Jupiter is conjunct the Sun, who naturally rules Leo, and their Sun, Moon,
Mercury, Venus, or Mars is in Leo.

WRITE DOWN YOUR:
Jupiter sign
Jupiter house
Jupiter conjunctions

WRITE DOWN THEIR:
Jupiter sign
Jupiter house
Jupiter conjunctions

If you have a Jupiter link, this helps you get along and genuinely like each other
- if there's more than one, you really, really like each other!
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DO YOU HAVE:

Saturn or Pluto connections?

Example: Your Saturn or Pluto is in Aries and their Sun is in Aries; or by house, so your
Saturn or Pluto is in the 5th house, and their Moon is in Leo, which naturally links to the
5th house; or by conjunction, so your Saturn or Pluto are conjunct the Moon, and their
Sun is in Cancer, which is naturally ruled by the Moon.

WRITE DOWN YOUR:

WRITE DOWN THEIR:

Saturn sign
Saturn house
Saturn conjunctions

Saturn sign
Saturn house
Saturn conjunctions

Pluto sign
Pluto house
Pluto conjunctions

Pluto sign
Pluto house
Pluto conjunctions

If you have a Saturn or Pluto link, this can be challenging energy. It can be
overcome with a LOT of effort and other positive aspects, but can be hard!
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DO YOU HAVE:

malefics on the composite chart angles?

Malefics are Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto and the angles are the 1st, 4th, 7th, ad
10th house cusps, so any of those planets conjunct the composite chart angles can be
difficult since the angles are active in nature and have a strong, obvious impact in life.

WRITE DOWN THE LOCATIONS OF THE COMPOSITE CHART SATURN, URANUS,
NEPTUNE, AND PLUTO:

If you any of the malefics are conjunct a composite chart angle, that planet will
be incredibly important in your relationship and the challenging energy
associated with it can be a dominating force in the relationship that needs to be
worked on, otherwise it can be a huge problem.
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?
DO YOU HAVE:

a North Node connection?

The North Node represents energy we have to grow into and learn, so it's unfamiliar
and uncomfortable. When we find someone who has a planet on our North Node or
vice versa, we may feel uncomfortable with them. But if it's the Sun, Moon, Mercury,
Venus, Mars, or Jupiter in the same sign as the North Node, then this can be a positive
connection meant to help us grow if we're ready. If paired with other challenging
connections, it may be a challenging connection purely meant for growth.

WRITE DOWN YOUR:
North Node sign
any planets in the sign of
their North Node

WRITE DOWN THEIR:
North Node sign
any planets in the sign of
your North Node

If you have a North Node connection, this can go either way. If there are positive
connections to support it, this can be a good relationship that you enjoy as you
grow. If there are challenging connections to aggravate it, this can be a difficult
relationship, but one that still teaches you lessons about yourself.

